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Our current situation:

  How do we avoid long term unemployment?

  What about youth unemployment?

  What about the lack of education?
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Examples of France and Korea

 - minimal living allowance 

 - lost your job involuntarily, not if fired 
for bad behaviour.

 - system is the same for all, regardless 
of your former profession.

 - return to work allowance

 - lost your job involuntarily

 - be able to work

 - actively seeking a job



Our system

 How to get an allowance:

 - Register as a « work seeker » at the 
National Unemployment Agency.

 - Prove that you can work a minimum 
average of 15 hours a week.

 - Show a real will to work

 Duration of the allowance:

 - 5 days a week

 -minimum of 300 days period and up to 
400 days under some conditions.



Our system

  Possibility to cumulate two different allowances:

Basic allowance:

- 40€ a day.
- No need to have worked for 18-25 years 

old.
- Avoids being without resources when you 

are young an djust finished your studies.

Proportional allowance:

- Subscribe an insurance.
- 80% of the reference revenue for the 

first 200 days.
- 70% of the reference revenue from 

day 201 to day 300.
- 60% of the reference revenue from 

day 301 to day 400.

+



Our system

•Long term unemployed (over a year unemployment) will be taken care of by local agencies 
in a personal way.

•Reduce taxes on low salaries (incentive to recruite for companies)

•Real cooperation between three main actors: the state, companies and agencies.



Thanks for listening
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